A standard masonry wall detail is shown in the diagram. The diagram includes the following specifications:

- **1 TO 1 SLOPE ON BANK**
- **1 1/2 ft**
- **VARIABLE**
- **2'**
- **2'**
- **APPROXIMATELY 1/4 CUBIC YARD OF CRUSHED STONE PER WEEP HOLE.**
- **3'-11"**
- **3'-3"**
- **3'-11"**
- **FOOTING 3'-3" FOR WALLS <2'
FOOTING 3'-11" FOR WALLS >2'**
- **SIDEWALK SLOPE MAX. 2%**
- **CONCRETE TO BE 3,000 PSI**

Additional details include:

- **3" GALVANIZED STEEL SCHEDULE 40 PIPE OR 3" PVC PIPE WEEP HOLES ON 10' CNTR**

The text at the bottom states:

"THIS DETAIL WAS TAKEN FROM THE CITY OF ATLANTA'S WEBSITE. IT MAY HAVE BEEN MODIFIED AND SHOULD BE REVIEWED THOROUGHLY."